Predictive study by molecular modeling to promote specific probes of glutamate receptors, using methylated cyclic glutamic acid derivatives (trans- and cis-ACPD). Comparison with specific agonists.
Two classes of glutamate receptors (metabotropic and ionotropic) and their subclasses (groups I-III and N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA), kainic acid (KA)), respectively, are characterized by the binding of a L-glutamate moiety in a specific conformation. The conformations may be grouped by the two backbone torsion angles, chi1 [alpha-CO2-C(2)-C(3)-C4)] and chi2 [+NC(2)-C(3)-C(4)-gamma-CO2] and by the two characteristic distances between the potentially active functional groups, alpha-N+-gamma-CO2 (d1) and alpha-CO2-gamma-CO2 (d2). The conformational preferences of 2,3,4-methyl(a and b)-cis and trans-1-aminocyclopentane-1,3-dicarboxylate are discussed in the light of the physical features known for specific metabotropic (groups I-II) and specific ionotropic (NMDA, KA) agonists, respectively. The spatial orientation of the perceived functional groups was elucidated in cyclic derivatives which contain an embedded L-glutamate moiety in a particularly restricted conformation (relative to the C(2)-C(3)-C(4) bond) using a combination of NMR experimental results and mechanics and dynamics calculations. One important conclusion of the study is that a single glutamate receptor is privileged for each theoretical model considered by molecular dynamics. This study showed clearly what would be conformational preferences of cyclic glutamate derivatives following the geometrical isomerism of the methyl group.